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NM329 991008 Ego and Divinity Do Not Meet! Self-Initiative 
   NM, USA 

We want to exist by our individual territory, but Dharma is nothing but collectiveness. On one hand you want to 
rule everybody and be recognized by everybody. On the other hand you are very afraid of collectiveness, although 
collectivity and being neutral are the harmony of life! Once I suggested to a teacher to go, teach and just have fun. 
Instead, he set out to establish himself and make money. Seven years passed. He asked me, "Where have I gone 
wrong?" I said, "I told you to go and teach, instead you are establishing yourself!" "Is that wrong?" "It is neither 
right nor wrong. You forget—I sent you with simple instructions." So, he went back and started teaching, 
connecting with people and appreciating everybody from his pure soul. A lot of contacts and opportunities came his 
way and he automatically became established. Ego and divinity do not meet! Ego has animosity with divinity. You 
can have either ego or divinity, as you choose. With ego you will be isolated. With divinity you will be always 
gracious, precious and have all you need. People are thinking of how big their kitchen, their car and their wardrobe 
are. They do not understand that how big these are does not matter. How many people want to participate around 
them? How big is their congregation? How big is their circle of students? How many friends do they have? How 
many people have they helped, served and elevated? That kind of big is real in itself. Your manners and behavior 
can totally set people off, and you cannot correct it. It is very important that we be the best listeners and the best 
speakers, full of manners, kind and compassionate, so our word can be heard with no projection of anger to disturb 
the other person. You have a right to yell and scream, only providing you penetrate a student as a teacher at the 
navel point, for it is your privilege to awaken people from a long sleep. Some of you are so blind, deaf and speech 
so badly! Although you sometimes enter the presence where with a little good behavior you can be redeemed and 
blessed, you do not know what you are doing! All you know is your ego and that you wear very divine clothes, and 
with your divinity you go. You forget that ego and divinity do not go together! You can have twenty women, sixty 
children and seventy million dollars, but your death will be no guarantee that you will be any more free than a 
ghost. That is why Guru Nanak said, "Oh God, whichever way you want to uplift me, please do!" His life became a 
prayer, because he knew there is no parallel to prayer. He took a melody, sang songs and gave wisdom so that 
everybody could learn. Some people want everyone to think they are intelligent and everybody else is dumb. 
Showing off costs them friendships, social structure, life, projection and everything else. Said Guru Nanak, "One 
who develops the habit of listening becomes a Siddha, a Pir and Sur Nath—one who can change the entire 
molecular structure." And, "All islands, all universes, all underworlds and over-worlds, will listen to you if you 
know how to listen." If you do not know how to listen, your own spirit and soul will not listen to you. Miracles 
happen in life, but when you add ego and say, "I did it," you make a mess of yourself, for God does it. The Piscean 
Age of books, libraries, certifications, and all sensual, sexual existence will be totally consumed by the Information 
Age. We will live with a different understanding, and will walk with different attitudes. Those who want to be great 
have to be full of greatness, count their blessings and answer the call of duty. Tonight we are appreciating that you 
may give yourself the initiative to count your values and your virtues.  

MEDITATION - Self-Initiative  
1. Sit straight in a cross-legged position. Place the left hand on the heart and 

raise the right hand in front of the right shoulder, as though you are taking an 
oath. Elbows are relaxed down and fingers of both hands are spread. Eyes are 
1/10 open and focused at the tip of the nose. Chant the mantra, "Ong Namo, 
Guroo Dayv Namo," by Nirinjan Kaur. Continue for 28 minutes.  

2. 2. In the same posture do Long Deep Breathing as you listen to the mantra. 
Continue for 3 minutes. To end, inhale deeply, hold, and tighten your fingers. 
Squeeze your entire being and put as much pressure on your heart center as 
you can. Exhale. Repeat 2 more times. Relax. "It has taken a lot of tool, a lot of determination and a lot of 
character building to come to the end of this millennium. I hope you will carry on the next. Blessed are those 
who have the virtues of the Guru and put themselves in the Hand of God. They shall be blessed forever. May 
God give wisdom to egomaniacs, and to rude and crude people kindness and compassion. Sat Nam."  
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NM329 991008 Ego and Divinity Do Not Meet! Self-Initiative 
We want to exist by our individual territory.  We are afraid of collectiveness. Individual conditions totally debar you from 
collectiveness and Dharma is nothing but collectiveness.  On one hand you want to rule everybody, be recognized by 
everybody, and you want your way.  On the other hand you are very scared and afraid of collectiveness, collectively to be 
mutual is the harmony of the life.  Many of you have such heavy syndrome and encatchment in your body that you waste all 
your energy and you do not energize the purpose, the mission, the faith, the tomorrow.   
I remember of a teacher and I sent him I said, “Just go and teach, have fun.”  Instead of doing that he started establishing 
himself making money.  Seven, eight years passed by he asked me, “Where I have gone wrong?” 

                kriya 28,04 minutes
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I said, “You have gone wrong because I told you to go and teach, that’s what I said, and what you are doing is to establish 
yourself and for you and for you family.” 
He said, “Is that wrong?” 
I said, “It is neither right, nor wrong, you forgot I send you with simple instructions.” 
So he went back and he started teaching and joining people, and connecting with them, and appreciating everybody.  He started 
doing it from his pure soul, lot of contacts came in his way, lot of opportunities came, he automatically got established.  Ego 
and divinity do not meet. 
 
‘Namayda Homay Naal Viroda Hai, Do Hino Basay Katahai.’ 
‘Ego has animosity with divinity and those both cannot live in one place.’ 
 
So you have no choice; either you can have your ego or you can have your divinity, as you choose.  With ego you will be 
isolated and you will be (?dime or dozen 3’30?).  With divinity you will be allover gracious, precious, and you will have all 
what you need in life as services.  Some of you might be thinking to reincarnate again because some of you I don’t see that 
your ears have anything to do with what you hear or what you say.  Some of you, you read all that and you don’t care, some of 
you have many masters and nobody to trust or believe, some of you just a pain in the neck, and less we, you know, cross 
dialogue better it is.  Because some of you are so stupid and so foolish that you are bent upon destroying your destiny and you 
do not know nine hundred sixty millions is not a joke when you come back again and you will start from that zero.   
In some cases I personally interfere and I have told people and talked to them and I say, stop it.  Their goal is earth, how big is 
my kitchen, how big is my house, how big is my car, how big is my wardrobe, how, how big; they do not understand how big 
is doesn’t matter, how many people want to participate around that, how big is their congregation, how big is the circle of 
teaching, how many big friends they have got, how many people help, served, and elevated, that bigness is the bigness real and 
self .   
It was amazing when I discussed with somebody and technically found out the guy by nature is criminal, he doesn’t mean 
anything, doesn’t want to say anything, doesn’t want to harm anything, but the guy enjoys to be rebellious.  You can rebel 
once, you can rebel twice, you can rebel third time, fourth time nobody even look at your face and spit it even you pay ten 
bucks for it.  You do not know when sun sets, moon can try its best but it cannot be a sunshine.  You do not know your 
manners and your behavior can totally set people off and you cannot correct it.  It is very important that we should be the best 
listener and best speakers, full of manners, and full of etiquette, and kind, and compassionate, so that our word can be heard 
and no projection of anger in our sound, so other person may not feel disturbed.  You have right (?) help to be angry, yell and 
scream, yes you can do that.  Provided you are penetrating at a student as a teacher at the navel point.  You have the privilege 
to wake up people form long sleep. 
There is a story one day a Sadhu was going through the jungle and he saw a very monstrous snake, what you call that, boa 
constrictor but he was not a boa constrictor he was a huge boa constrictor; nobody can imagine that there can be a snake like 
that, he was on ten trees long spread and then with one tree he had coil and his coil to catch people who are about ten, twenty 
feet long hanging to catch him.  So when this Sadhu passed he encircled him very quickly.  Sadhu didn’t say anything, and 
looked at him, and with his projection he talked to him, you idiot you have not changed.  And he let the Sadhu loose, and he 
said, “Master, my Raj Guru, what should I do now?” 
He said, “There is no snake in the world bigger than you, you are a king and prince and you got this kingly body and all that, 
but you have not, you have not learned, you have not learned to differentiate who is who.”  He said, “Do you think that you can 
entangle me and eat me?” 
He said, “No.” 
He said, “Do you think your unconsciousness has not turned to a consciousness and not that you could recognize me?” 
He said, “That is my mistake.” 
He said, “I came here in your presence and you are in my presence out of mercy that I like to redeem you, but you have not 
changed, your habit is the same.” 
He said, “Lord what should I do now?” 
He said, “It’s as simple as that, till the earth rotates you will become what you are right now because this is your conscious 
existence.  You never recognized me; when you were a king I advised you, you never recognized my advice, I thought you 
have suffered enough, I came and now you have become this great snake you are no more who you were; neither then you 
enlightened that your spirit so you can see through all and neither today.” 
Some of you are so blind, deaf, and bad to speak you sometime go into the presence where with a little good behavior you can 
be redeemed and blessed and you do not know what are you doing.  All you know is your ego is a monster and you wear very 
divine clothes with your divinity you go, you forget that ego and divinity do not meet together, you can have twenty women, 
sixty children, seventy million dollar, you can steal the whole world, you can take all the reserve of America, that fort 
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something which you can take all the gold but your death will not guarantee at all, that you will be free other than a ghost, 
that’s why Guru Nanak said, 
 
‘Jitho Baray Ubray Titay Lob Har.’ 
 
‘Oh God whichever way you want to uplift me please do.’   
His life became of prayer because he knew there is no parallel to the prayer and people and their ego is not that he can 
interfere, he took a melody, sang songs, give the wisdom so that everybody can learn.   
I have not understood I am seventy-year-old I have been with you thirty years, what you get by insulting other people.  I have 
totally failed to understand one thing.  What you get, are you that stupid that putting somebody down you will go up?  Are you 
not aware by talking and slander anybody you takeaway their karma on you?  Are you not aware that living a life of lies which 
you are very Ph.D. on it, it is going to come back to you ten folds, hundred folds, thousand folds?  Are you not aware….  You 
know your ego is such a thing I am…, once somebody said to me, “I am a teacher.” 
I said, “Teacher of what?  What teacher you all the time you scratch your testicle in the class you are a teacher?  And there are 
ten complaints against you you are a teacher?  You can use medicine that what is the cost about two dollars or something?”   
“Oh I thought nobody notices.”   
Can you believe this?  You are focal point in life and nobody notice this.  People notice, they know you, if anybody doesn’t 
know you that is you.  Nobody is born to suffer, take it granted from me.  What suffer is, your own arrogance and your 
blindness towards yourself.   
A question came to me that day, “What we are doing in India? 
I said, “We are doing just nothing, we are forty-two million Indians, now twenty-two million Indians we are going to teach 
them.” 
“We don’t like Indians, they smell bad.” 
I said, “You forgot your days when you were stinking, you forgot that day when you were all drugies, you forgot all days when 
you used to have sex everyday twenty times, you forgot that day first yoga class I taught in cow and cat pose you just have a 
intercourse with a woman, you forgot many things.” 
“I am not willing to remember anything.” 
We are not going to India, we are going to our roots, and we are learning all the knowledge and grasping it and we want to 
continue that in a graceful way so that we can have….   
You know all these houses I sold and built Miri-Piri academy, I have not bothered anybody, nobody can say they gave him five 
bucks?  The idea was that to give them that basic essence of that culture so now we can do it, now we got a principle, now we 
got the arrangements, we were all hustling all this time and children go there seven-year-old, we have to give them values and 
virtues and allotment them a time so that they can become the best in their life.  We are trying here in our humble way, parents 
have to bring them in the Gurdwara and we asked them through the celestial communication so that fear of their presence, 
body and projection may be revolved.  We have done lot of things and we do not bother people who have their ego and 
catchment.  You will ask me why.  Why to, why to play with what they call them, swaps, those red thing which make a nest 
and bite you all the time. 
Student:  Wasp. 
YB:  Wasp, yeah, that’s what you are and if this life you are a human next life you should be wasp, because you are going to 
be free by your behavior. 
 
‘Karmee Aapo Aapanee Ke Nerai Ke Door.’ 
 
There was one girl once, I know her very well, I told her, I said, “Don’t ever talk abusive to me.” 
She said, “Why not?  I always feel like having a discussion with you.” 
I said, “You can have discussion with me and I can listen to you but your destiny will be all gone, you will not touch the 
shores, you will drown in the middle.” 
“Why so?” 
I said, “You are fighting with the compass.  If you do not know where north is you do not find where are you going.  Be kind, 
be compassion, and be nice.  Give me a chance sometime to tell you, you are a idiot.” 
“Oh why you want to tell me an idiot?” 
I said, “Because you are, there is nobody who can tell you that, it is nobody’s Karma, but it is my Dharma you are rude, you 
are obnoxious, you are isolated, you talk against everybody.” 
“But what are my chances?” 
I said, “Only one chance-you are not corrupt, but all the time you are like a volcano that Hawaiian volcano, you are bleeding, 
why anybody should accept you?”   
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Some people are so foolish folks take it from me and honest.  They want to tell others they are very intelligent and everybody 
is a dumb and that show off cost them friendship, social structure, life, projection, everything else.” 
 
‘Suniyay Sidh, Pir Surnath.’ 
 
Those who have developed the habit of listening they become Sidha, they become Pir, they become Surnath, one who can 
change the entire molecular structure.  Do you have those pouris of Japji, can you repeat the first one? 
Student:  (---) 
YB:  Wait, wait, wait, those who are in the back are exempt or you don’t know, read it. 
Student:  (---) 
YB:  That is what Guru Nanak in few words has some of the entire universe of universe, of universe, of universe,  
 
‘Suniyay Deep Lo Pathal’ 
 
All Islands, all universe, all underworlds, and over worlds, listen to you if you know how to listen.  You don’t understand Japji, 
Japji says if you listen then Sidh Pir Surnath Tar Toul Akas Deep Lo Pathal, all shall listen to you.  And if you do not know 
how to listen your own spirit and soul will not listen to you.  You will rot and stink.  You know the other four pouris,  
 
‘Manai Kee Gat Kahai Na Jaeh,  Jai Ko Ka-Heh Pichai Pachtaaeh’ 
 
‘The glamour, the grace, and the power of the one who obeys cannot be described if even somebody try to describe he suffers.’   
What Nanak says is if you know to obey you can shall command all what there is including Almighty God and it happened.  
Miracle happens in life, miracle is not that not happens but when you add ego with your miracle and say I did it then you make 
a mess out of yourself.  God does it and God is kind, compassionate, and perfect. 
Now we are entering the millennium and this is our last class of the year together in this way after Khalsa council.  I like to 
apology, apologize myself and I tender my apology if I couldn’t match your stupid, foolishness, and your idiotic ego.  I knew 
to begin with I am a great master, I humbled myself and you have kicked around me like a football.  You can have that 
satisfaction for rest of your life but I just wanted to tell you, you have missed the bus.  Still there is a time, till 31st of, till that 
ball falls.  You have done your worst.  You have no filter in your mouth, and you have said and done things which nobody can 
even understand, but it is all right, you have time still.  It is not a long time, how much is? 
Student:  Eighty-three days. 
Student:  (Laughter.) 
YB:  Eighty-three days, no, no, no on television now they count, this count is on.  Tomorrow they are going to say there are 
eighty-two days.  World is very serious about this millennium.  One TV started making a little mess and the person came on 
the TV and said, 2YK whatever the they call it perhaps be getting active.  People have projected humungus fear.  Change is 
going to be great, this Picean age of books and libraries, and certifications, and all that sensual, sexual existence will totally 
disappear.  It will be just consumed by the information age, man will be totally different and life will be with a different 
understanding, and people will walk with different attitude.  Those who want to be great has to be full of it and that’s what 
grateful is.  If you count your blessing answer the call of the duty and don’t please mix up Judaism, and Christianity, and 
Islam, and so many things you mix up in this because you came those backgrounds it is not true.  Sikh Dharma will walk with 
its own virtues.  And those who have suffered are supposed to suffer.  At one day we will be awakened and join in the walk 
with us. 
There is a one enemy people have and that is the crudeness and rudeness in their life.  Just to show they are very intelligent, 
they become obnoxious and sometime some poor people, innocent people are being played upon for no reason.  Do you know 
a ordinary student of your which has thirty-five hundred-thousand mistake is the master of tomorrow.  Your job is to clean the 
weakness and built the strength. 
Tonight we are technically appreciating that you may initiate yourself to count your values and count your virtues and I like to 
give you something as thirty years ago I started and I am going to repeat the very first gesture of 
the class, all right? 
Take these five fingers open them, put them in your heart, take these five fingers open them put 
them like this, take your eyes nine percent close and one percent open, try to look at the tip of 
your nose, 
Put that ‘Ong Namo Guru Dev Namo…’ 
And just chant with it and do nothing.  We don’t anything we just want this and see what 
happens.   
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(The tape “Ong Namo Guru Dev Namo….’) 
 
Inhale and go in silence and breathe long and deep, don’t change the posture.   
(The tape stops). 
Inhale deep, squeeze your entire being including your fingers and your hand and pressurize your heart center as good as you 
can, breathe out.  Breathe in, try again, try to succeed, breathe out.  Breathe in, this is the time to just put pressure and be what 
you are here for, relax. 
YB and Student:  Singing ‘May the long time sun shine upon you.’ 
YB and Student:  Chanting Saaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaat Nam. 
YB:  Wahe Guru. 
Student:  Wahe guru. 
YB:  And this is a joke in-between.  You know what would have happened if it is been three wise women instead of three wise 
men at first Christmas day-they would have asked directions, arrived on time, help deliver the baby, clean the table, made a (?), 
casserole and brought practical gift, pass it on to the wise women in your life. 
Student:  (Laughter.) 
YB:  Hey cookies, nobody told me, but it is okay.  These are heavy duty cookies for some birthday. 
Student:  (---) 
YB:  Where are they?  Jatha from Australia. 
Student:  (---) 
YB:  Tuesday, Wednesday, there will be Jatha from Australia of that Dayal Singh, anyway, we’ll have fun.  Remember it has 
taken lot of toll, lot of determination, lot of character building to come to the end of this millennium.  I hope you will carry on 
the next.  Blessed are those who have the virtues of the guru and put themselves in the hand of God, they should be blessed 
forever.  May God give wisdom to egomaniacs and to rude and crude people to be kind and compassionate, Sat Nam. 
Student:  Sat Nam. 
YB:  I mean it.  
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